DJ EQUIPMENT RIDER 2022
Client shall provide the DJ with the following:
1. (1) DJ table with Cover - 6 ft Table - or any elevated form of DJ
style table/Booth
2. (2) Pioneer CDJ's - 900 NXS or 2000 Nexus
**(must be Rekordbox compatible with USB Port)**
3. (1) Pioneer Mixer - 900 NXS or 900 NXS 2 ONLY
4. (1) Full-range High powered Monitor plugged into Mixer and can be
adjusted by the DJ.
**(Set up on LEFT side/left ear of DJ booth)**
5. (1) Microphone - cordless or wired
6. (1) Mini Surge Protector - with five Outlets or more.
7. (1) DJ Computer Stand - set up on right side of DJ booth.
8. (1) Anti Fatigue Standing Floor Mat - 20” x 36” or bigger
**Placed on floor where the DJ Stands
9. (1) Portable Heater for DJ booth area and Green room
**only in Cold Temperatures/ Outside/ Tented Area

ADDITIONAL RIDER AND BOOTH SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
● All equipment must be in high quality and in full working condition without any
defects and with presence of full connection which allows usage of all functions
● A professionally trained sound man on site for the entire set. Sound system must
be up to the artist’s standards (loud enough for the size of the room, clear sound,
plenty of bass, no sound bleed from other stages or rooms). Artist reserves the
right to have people removed from the stage during the performance. If the
technical rider is not to exact specification the artist reserves the right to cancel
the performance at any time without penalty.
● Stage area shall be stable and structurally safe. Artist reserves the right, without
liability, of refusal to use any equipment which they feel is unfit, unsafe or does
not meet the agreed specifications for the engagement.

SECURITY
● The well being of the artist’s equipment is the promoter’s responsibility when the
artist is not present. Promoter is responsible for the security of the equipment
and assigning security guards to prevent theft or tampering.

SOUND CHECK
● A sound check is not always necessary if the show has been advanced and
cleared, however, in situations where clarification is necessary a brief sound
check before doors open will be required.
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